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The Montclair Public Library Foundation, Inc. is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization that develops philanthropic support for the Montclair Public Library. Established in 2002, the MPL Foundation raises funds for library programs, collection enhancement, staff development, special projects, and other critical needs that exceed municipal funding. The Foundation has raised over $4.5 million to support Library programs and services including technology improvements, museum passes, summer reading programs for children, and the signature Open Book / Open Mind series, which brings together high-profile authors and expert conversation partners for in-depth discussion about their work.
Dear Friends,

Our theme for 2022 was “We’re back!”

It was such a pleasure to be fully open in both buildings. We are especially grateful for the community support and Township discretionary funding that enabled us to restore hours to seven days a week at the Main Library and six days a week at the Bellevue Avenue Branch.

Clearly, you enjoyed coming back to the Library!
- We had more than 114,000 visits, up 85% from 2021.
- Program attendance and class registrations totaled 11,430, a 40% increase.
- 370,000 physical and digital items were checked out, a 21% increase.

You came to the Library for many reasons: Adult School classes, storytimes in different languages, Open Book / Open Mind discussions, programs for seniors, teen games, computer and research help.

We were very glad to make many of our resources—books, music, movies, research, programs—available to you in your homes.

And, of course, we enjoyed bringing the Library to you whether on the eTuk, marching in the Independence Day Parade, or participating in the many school and community events that make Montclair so special.

Thank you for coming back. I hope you’ll enjoy revisiting 2022 highlights in this Annual Report.

As many of you know, I also came back in 2022. I grew up in Montclair (the Bellevue Avenue Branch was my childhood library) and returned to raise my daughters (the Main was their first library). I have worked at my hometown library a few times since becoming a librarian in 2008, and it is now my great pleasure to be Director of this outstanding one.

You may also know that I love hearing new ideas! Email me at director@montclairlibrary.org to share your thoughts and feedback about what would make the Library even better.

On behalf of the entire staff and Board of Trustees, welcome back!

Janet Torsney, MLS
Director
Montclair Public Library
2022 by the Numbers

- 114,113 in-person visits to the Library
- 278,002 physical items checked out at MPL
- 116,787 visits made to the Library’s website
- 6,449 attendance at children’s and teen programs
- 30,941 questions answered
- 91,676 digital items borrowed, from eBooks to streaming movies
- 21,271 on-site Wi-Fi sessions provided
- 2,751 attendance at adult programs
- 35 additional weekly hours open
- 1,760 library cards issued
- 580 Wi-Fi hotspots borrowed for home use
- 2,230 registrations in Adult School classes
- 75% of Montclair residents have a library card

Most Borrowed Titles

**Adult Fiction**
- “All the Light We Cannot See” by Anthony Doerr

**Adult Nonfiction**
- “Caste” by Isabel Wilkerson

**Adult Media**
- “Dune” (Warner Home Video)

**Juvenile Fiction**
- “Dog Man: Fetch-22” by Dav Pilkey

**Juvenile Nonfiction**
- “Redstone Handbook” by Nick Farwell

**Juvenile Media**
- “Dinosaur Kisses” by David Ezra Stein

**Young Adult Fiction**
- “The Hate U Give” by Angie Thomas

**Young Adult Nonfiction**
- “They Cage the Animals at Night” by Jennings Michael Burch
Grants Received

In 2022, MPL and the MPL Foundation applied for and received almost $70,000 in external grants. The number of grant applications more than doubled between 2021 and 2022. The amount received also increased by over 150%. The grants support a diverse range of projects and purposes:

- **Wi-Fi expansion and outdoor library**  
  ...Hyde and Watson Foundation, LibraryLinkNJ, and Montclair Foundation

- **Creative Aging program**  
  ...New Jersey State Council on the Arts

- **Digital literacy**  
  ...Public Library Association

- **2023 Local Arts grant for a Hispanic Heritage Celebration**
- **2023 Local History grant for deed abstract digitization**  
  ...Essex County Division of Cultural Affairs, a partner of the New Jersey State Council on the Arts

- **Neurodiverse and special needs programming and materials**  
  ...Whitehill Foundation

- **“Stories of Exile” reading groups**  
  ...Yiddish Book Center

- **Pandemic relief**  
  ...American Library Association COVID Library Relief Fund

---

**Library Budget**  
*Income used and expenditures made in 2022*

**INCOME**
- Township disbursement ............ $3,382,267
- Gifts, grants, and donations ......... $108,688
- Adult School tuition ................. $93,856
- State aid ................................ $21,071
- Other income .................................. $20,683
- Daily receipts ......................... $16,363
- TOTAL ........................................ $3,642,898

**EXPENDITURES**
- Payroll & benefits ............... $2,501,662
- Materials ................................ $285,250
- Utilities ................................... $213,464
- Building & security .............. $212,231
- Administration ....................... $141,343
- Technology .............................. $127,847
- Adult School ....................... $99,777
- Programs ................................ $43,593
- Professional development .......... $17,731
- TOTAL ........................................ $3,642,898
Adult School

The Adult School Department offered 254 total classes and tallied 2,230 registrations in 2022. Classes and events were held at both Library branches as well as offsite locations throughout Montclair.

As a recipient of the American Library Association’s American Rescue Plan: Humanities Grants for Libraries, the Adult School applied the funds toward “A Journey through the Philippines” in July, a cultural celebration of family crafts, dance, and music rooted in indigenous customs, history, and storytelling by Alay Philippine Performing Arts. The grant also funded “A Musical Tribute to Hispanic Heritage” in September with Peruvian-American singer Lula Valdivia, as well as “Celebrating Italian Heritage with Neapolitan Music and Culture” in October. The combined attendance for all three events was almost 200.

Among the offsite programs were a three-film series retrospective to honor early Black filmmaker and Montclair resident Oscar Micheaux, offered in partnership with Montclair Film; an iPhone photography workshop at Van Vleck House and Gardens; 5K training at Anderson Park; and a bus trip to the Holiday Train Show at the New York Botanical Garden. The Adult School began a partnership with Montclair Community Farms to offer classes in urban homesteading, beginning with “Introduction to Canning and Food Preservation” in October. The department also presented “Voices from the Caribbean Poetry Showcase” with the Nuyorican Poets Cafe as co-sponsor.

Adult Services

In 2022, Adult Services offered a variety of engaging virtual, hybrid, and in-person programs and events. In-person health screenings conducted by nurses from Hackensack Meridian Mountainside Medical Center continued, and a virtual fitness class—Open Level Pilates on the Mat—engaged 168 participants. Patrons received in-person assistance with technology through its Book A Librarian appointments, and outreach was conducted at Edgemont Parkhouse.

The Everything Book Club, Teachable Moments Book Club, and Start a Series Book Club offered nearly 30 sessions where a diverse selection of titles was discussed, including “Harlem Shuffle” by Colson Whitehead, “Orchid Thief” by Susan Orlean, “Devil in a Blue Dress” by Walter Mosley, and “The Garden of Evening Mists” by Tan Twan Eng. Over 125 participants enjoyed
films ranging from “A Bag of Marbles” (in recognition of Holocaust Remembrance Day) to “The Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman” (as part of the Library’s Juneteenth celebration). The Library also hosted a screening of “Frankenstein” with special guest Sara Karloff, daughter of Boris Karloff.

Over 500 patrons attended musical, theatrical, and dance presentations. In April, the Library celebrated National Jazz History Month with a performance of “The Music of Duke Ellington and Billy Strayhorn” presented by Vinnie Cutro; in July, the Hudson Shakespeare Company presented “Much Ado About Nothing”; in September, the Library hosted Dance on the Lawn; and Montclair Early Music presented its “Pilgrims to Patriots” concert in October.

Nearly 140 attendees participated in author talks including a virtual presentation of “The Strong Black Woman: How a Myth Endangers the Physical and Mental Health of Black Women” by Marita Golden in conversation with Sonsyrea Tate. The Library also partnered with AAPI Montclair in a presentation of “Rise: A Pop History of Asian America from the Nineties to Now” with Jeff Yang and Phil Yu.

In the fall the Library debuted “Living Green,” a series co-presented by Montclair Climate Action that covered topics such as Rooftop Solar 101 and Electric Vehicles 101. The Library also initiated a Senior Craft Club and held a Come Craft With Us event for all ages in November.

Adult Services participated in several statewide initiatives and national programs, including the Access Navigators Program and NJHealthConnect @ Your Library. MPL was among over 160 public libraries nationwide awarded funding by the Public Library Association, supported by AT&T, to conduct digital literacy workshops. It also received a grant from Essex County Division of Cultural Affairs, a partner of the New Jersey State Council on the Arts, to continue digitizing its collection of deed abstracts, an essential part of its Local History collection.

Bellevue Avenue Branch

The Branch saw 17,655 in-person visits in 2022. In June, it expanded its open hours from 19 to 40 hours per week, which exceeds the pre-pandemic level of 36 hours per week.

During the year, the Branch hosted numerous weekly storytimes, arts and crafts, musical dance programs, and more to serve 2,799 children. Staff also ventured out to Brookdale Park for pop-up storytimes that reached 200. Summer kicked off with a concert by Rockness Music and ended with live animals from Eyes of the Wild, presented through the Clean Communities Grant of Essex County. The Corner Book Club for adults debuted with six librarian-led discussions, while teens came together to solve a whodunit during our After-Hours Murder Mystery Party. Music Mondays returned, sponsored by the Friends of the Bellevue Avenue Library, offering live music on the plaza for families.
Borrower Services

The Library rejoined the Reciprocal Borrowing and Lending (ReBL) program at the beginning of 2022. Montclair cardholders can once again access the physical collections of Essex County libraries that are not in the BCCLS network, including but not limited to Newark Public Library, Verona Public Library, and Montclair State University’s Harry A. Sprague Library.

The Home Assisted Services (H.A.S.) program continued to provide delivery and pick-up of Library materials to Montclair residents who cannot easily leave their home due to mobility issues, age, or other reasons. The department also continued to acquire difficult-to-find items from libraries across the state and country through a partnership with the New Jersey State Library. Borrowing through the state catalog is available to all MPL cardholders.

Borrower Services once again offered test proctoring services to students who need to take supervised standardized tests. Students can request that a librarian act as a proctor and, pending approval from the institution giving the exam, set up an appointment to take the test in a quiet study room. This service is open to all residents of Essex County.

Youth & Teen Services

2022 saw Youth & Teen Services transition from virtual to in-person again. Nevertheless, the virtual programs in early winter offered an array of options for families: storytimes, a homeschool community book club, a Black History Month concert by social justice rapper Fyütch, and “Simply Safe Kids Parent Workshop: Sexual Abuse Prevention Education,” which allowed parents to learn about tough topics from author Kimberly King via Zoom.

Upon resuming in-person programs in the spring, the Library co-presented Succeed2gether’s 6th annual Montclair Literary Festival, serving as one of the festival’s outdoor venues with programs such as storytelling by Sabina Wasonga-Gitau.

Summer saw enriching programs: Alliah L. Agostini debuted her book “The Juneteenth Story,”
In October, MPL formally dedicated the Kathryn Perino Outdoor Library, a permanent seating area and garden in front of the Main Library. Kathryn Perino (1939-2019) was a Montclair resident for 30 years and a teacher in the Union City school system. Funds from her generous bequest to the Library helped to create the new space.

The outdoor library includes accessible tables, seating, and umbrellas, as well as an expanded Wi-Fi signal radius and bandwidth. Two of the umbrellas use solar energy to provide charging stations for personal devices such as tablets and phones. The outdoor seating and free Wi-Fi are available 24 hours a day, 365 days a year and are not dependent on the operating hours of the Library. It is well-suited for individuals and small groups who do not want to enter the building but still want a quiet place to study, work, or browse the web.

In addition to the estate of Kathryn Perino, this project was made possible by the generous support of the Hyde and Watson Foundation, the Montclair Public Library Foundation, LibraryLinkNJ, and the Montclair Foundation.
In 2022, Open Book / Open Mind highlighted 12 highly distinguished authors and their books, including New York Times bestsellers “Confidence Man” by Maggie Haberman, “The 1619 Project” collection, and “Empire of Pain” by Patrick Radden Keefe. Two of the programs were also broadcast on C-SPAN’s Book-TV. In September, the program began using a hybrid format. Altogether, with in-person attendance, live Zoom participation, and views of recorded programs on YouTube, Open Book / Open Mind reached 29,000 viewers in 2022. Hosted authors included:

Khalil Gibran Muhammad and Jake Silverstein in conversation with David Troutt
Caitlin Petre in conversation with Andrew Marantz
Jeremy Peters in conversation with David Halbfinger
Patrick Radden Keefe in conversation with DT Max
Ben Raines in conversation with Sowandé Mustakeem
Katherine Heiny in conversation with Kate Tuttle
Tom Perrotta in conversation with Elisabeth Egan
Alice Elliott Dark in conversation with Christina Baker Kline
Maggie Haberman in conversation with Jonathan Alter
Evan Mandery in conversation with Dale Russakoff
Laurie Lico Albanese in conversation with Alice Elliott Dark

Special thanks to the Advisory Committee:

- David Jones, Co-chair
- Kate Tuttle, Co-chair
- Jonathan Alter
- Reagan Arthur
- Neal Carruth
- Alice Elliott Dark
- Jennifer Dorr
- Priya Doraswamy
- Elisabeth Egan
- Dionne Ford
- Marc Lacey
- DT Max
- Juan Milà
- Dale Russakoff
- Margot Sage-El
- Rachel Swarns
- Susan Weinberg

We are grateful for the generous sponsors of Open Book / Open Mind:

Montclair Public Library Foundation
Investors Bank
watchung booksellers

Josh Weston
Rosemary Iversen
Anonymous

In-kind sponsors:
From October 13–15, the 14th annual Little Read welcomed a series of guest readers onto the iconic big red chair to read stories aloud to schoolchildren and families. This celebration of literacy encourages sharing stories, building community, and cultivating a love of reading. Funds raised through sponsorships, organized by the MPL Foundation, support children’s programming at the Library throughout the year, including the Summer Reading program.

The Little Read began with class visits and culminated in a community read at Geyer Family YMCA and a dance party at the Main Library, which featured Jorge Aguirre, author of “The Chronicles of Claudette” graphic novel series and head writer for PBS’ “Alma’s Way”; Dagmara Domińczyk, author and star of “Succession” on HBO; Sharron Miller, Artistic Director of Sharron Miller’s Academy for the Performing Arts; and Nitro Blues Band (School of Rock).

Thanks to our Little Read sponsors:

**Bedtime Stories Sponsor**

[Hackensack Meridian Mountainside Medical Center]

**Community Site Sponsor**

[Scholastic]

**BookMate Sponsors**

[Montclair State University]  
Rosemary Iversen

**Friend Sponsors**

[Montclair Tutoring]
Dear Friends and Neighbors,

Let me tell you a story...late in 2022, a young girl of 8 or 9 saw the “book o’meter” out front, measuring our progress for the Annual Appeal. She saw that the Library needed help, so she went home and emptied her piggy bank. Who knows what those dollars and cents represented for her? Perhaps savings toward a wished-for toy, an outing to the movies, or some other special treat—whatever it was, her heart and mind made a choice. She took her treasure and brought it to the Library. What an extraordinary gift.

It is gifts like hers, made with love for the amazing treasure trove of knowledge and wonder that is the Library, that make my job so rewarding.

Thanks to donors like this young girl (and you!), the Montclair Public Library Foundation provided comprehensive support for Library programs, collection enhancement, online resources, technology, and Wi-Fi expansion in 2022. With the inclusion of grants and sponsorships secured by the Foundation, as well as $18,000 raised during the April 2022 “Buy A Book” campaign for the purchase of children’s materials, the Foundation’s funding for the Library surpassed $208,000.

Early in the year, the Foundation partnered with the Montclair Library Friends and the Friends of the Bellevue Avenue Library to raise awareness and rally support for an increase in ancillary municipal funding for the Library after severe cuts were made in the wake of the COVID pandemic. A partial restoration of those dollars led to increased hours at both the Main and Bellevue Avenue branches, expanding access to all of the Library’s resources.

Throughout 2022, the Foundation Board was on-hand to support Library events such as the Summer Reading Kick-off and the Little Read, in addition to hosting our own Donor Appreciation events, Meet the Director Receptions, and a Sweet & Spooky Halloween event.

The Foundation made significant progress toward our strategic goals in 2022, including the expansion of our Board and a high level of Board engagement, a dramatic increase in the number of grant proposals on which the Library and Foundation have collaborated, and growth in our donor base. The Foundation also debuted a refresh of our website and launched our own social media channels. Be sure to “like” and follow us!

As for 2023, GREAT things are already in the works. Be sure to mark your calendars for The Lit Gala happening on April 27. It is the Foundation’s first major fundraising event in more than five years and will be one of the final hoorahs to take place at The Manor before this beautiful location closes in July. We will be honoring Jennifer Dorr-Moon and David Jones, founders of the Library’s signature Open Book/Open Mind program. Tickets are available online at montclairplf.org/gala.

To everyone who raided their piggy bank this year, or sacrificed some treat or comfort in order to make a gift to the Library, we thank you. You are part of what makes the Montclair Public Library such a special place.

Mary

Mary Packer, M.Ed., CFRE
Executive Director
Montclair Public Library Foundation
Thank you to all of our 2022 donors! Your generosity makes it possible to offer valuable programs and resources to everyone in our community.
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* includes in-kind support
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Anonymous (10)
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* includes in-kind support
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Maria and Robert Dyer
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Glenn Eichler and Michele Tomasik
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Deborah Ellis and Alvin Strelnick
Jean Ellis
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Kimberly Ellner
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Cynthia Garcia
John and Janice Garone
Donors

Library Lovers ($1 - $999) - continued

Adrienne Geller
Isabelle Genest
Shailendra and Priya Ghorpade
Thomas P. Giblin
Gregory and Georgette Gilmore
Peter and Alicia Giuffra
Susan Gjenvick
Dr. Edward Gold and Rosanne Guararra
Rebecca Goldburg and William Goodman
Amanda and Jeremy N. Goldman
Brad and Jeni Goldman
Emanuel Goldman
Paul and Ann Goldstein
Paula Goldstein
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Amy Gong
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Adam Grace and Lisanne L. Renner
Marilyn Graham
Theodore and Jamie Graham
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Judith A. Greene
Robyn and Sandra Greene
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Greystone and Co.
David and Shirley Grill
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Harold Hutchinson
Anthony Iannini
Marie Ihnen
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Indeed
Alice and Matthew Iversen
Jeffrey and Janice Jacobson
Joshua and Sarah Jacobstein
Norman James
Vandana Jani
Marni Jessup and Gary T. Carlin
Thomas Johnson and Christina Loccke
Michelle Johnson-Lewis
Kathleen Jones and Adam Pellerite
David and Jeanne Josephson
Allen S. Joslyn
Pamela and Robert Kahan
Alisa Kanjanakorn
Peter J. Karacas
Steve Karl
Library Lovers ($1 - $999) - continued

Jack Kassel
David Katowitz and Linda Lendman
Rabbi Marc Katz and Ayelet Nelson
Carol Katzman
Nikki Katzur
Barbara Kauffman
Robert and Nancy Kautz
Janet and Thomas Kaz
Kathy Keegan
Marie Keegan
Robert and Roxanne Kent
Wesley and Scott Kevelson
Laura Kiesewetter
Benjamin and Rebecca Kim
Jeannie Kim
Richard and Sarah Kim
Somi Kim
Charlotte and Olivia King
Paul and Carla King
Elynna Klink
Wolf Knapp and Margaret Malloy
Ellen and Marshall Kolba
Richard and Mabel Kopelow
Barnett and Bernice Kreger
Ashwin Krishnan
Frances Kroeckel
Mary and Matt Kunka
Leslie and Marc Kunkin
Ruth Kunstadter
Andrey and Vera Kuzyk
Andrew and Wendy Lacey
Carolyn Lack
Patricia LaDuca
John D. Laing
Eilish Lally
Priya Lalvani and Norman Rosenblum
Fred and Joanne Langbein
Criswell R. Lappin
Louis LaRegina
Tom Larson
Michael Laser and Jennifer Prost
Lazard Ltd.
Gary and Betty Lee
Spencer Lee
A. Bryan Lees and Paula Whitlock
Laura C. LeGrand and Joseph Maguire
Tanya Leslie
Robert and Mana Levine
David and Debra Levy
Beverly Lewis
Carol Lewkowicz
Shirley Li
Daryl and Joerg Liebel
Erik Lillquist and Heather Taylor
Christopher and Carol Lippincott
Carol Lipsitch and Stephen Figlewski
Alliah Livingstone
Brandon Loadholt and Melissa Mckenna
Nancy Loo
John and Jessica Loughlin
Carmel Loughman
Connie Love
Ellen Lovitz and Jon Rosenhein
Steve Lucas and Emily Rosenblum
Megan Lukas and Glen Parker
Mark and Stephanie Lurie
Mark and Florence Lurinsky
Ronald Lustgarten
Grace Lynch
Nicola Lynch
Tim Lynch
Wendy Elaine MacAuley
Wendell and Ellen Maddrey
Benjamin G. Madorsky
Eleanor M. Malone
Rita Mañas
Tim Mannion
Dorian and Olga Marino
Ed and Jennifer Markham
Marcia Marley and Peter Rappoport
Susan and Charles Marro, Jr.
John and Frances Martin
Maribel Martinez
Jeremy and Lauren Martino
Sharon Mason-Bell
Nancy Masterson-Newkirk
Tyler and Joanne Mathisen
Letizia Matturri
Robert and Katherine Maurizi
Jonne McCarron
Elizabeth V. McGrath
Megan McGrath
Theodora McKee
Eileen McMahon and David Wohl
John P. McMorrow
Joseph Mellicker and Judith Scheuer
Jeffrey and Mary Kate Mellow
Robert and Barbara Meyer
Judith Meyers
Gabrielle and Nathan Meyerson
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The Milano Family Fund
Jeanette and Philip Miller
Robert Miller
Joyce Mims
Scott and Amy Minars
Claire McDonough Mislov
Scott and Katherine Mixer
Montclair Kimberley Academy
Montclair Orthodontics
Montclair Restaurant Group Inc.
Montclair Tutoring
Montclair Women’s Club
Leland and Karen Montgomery
Frances Moore
Heather and Roddy Moore
Charles Moran
Susan Morante
Maureen Morgan
Gillian Morris
Shelby Moser
Arlene and Harry Moskowitz
Robert Moss
Laura Movva
Kevin Mozzillo
Sandra Mullins
Ronald Murphy
Meredith Murphy-Birdsall and Keith Reamer
Genya Muzyczka
The Nachtigal Family
Amit and Jeannine Nanavati
Henry and Danielle Neff
Louise Nevin
Richard and Mary Newman
The Norman Family
Mara Novak and Jim Price
Susan Nowicki
Martha Nowycky
Eric Nuzum
Mendi and Keith Obadike
Jessica O’Brien
John H. O’Connell
Lori O’Connor
Mary O’Crowley and David Wholley
Raafiah Odom
Harvey and Jeanette Oliver
Sarah Olson and Paul Swanson
Janet Orr
Cesar Ortiz
Christine Osborn
Benek and Imke Oster
Eric and Nancy O’Toole
Over the Rainbow Early Learning Center
Julie Overdorff
Mark and Mary Packer
Jamie Pagliaro
Schone Pang
Thomas and Beth Panucci
Marilyn Papayannis
Jodi Paroff and Peter Della Bella
Bernice Paschal
Kathryn Patterson
Caroline Patton
Nicole Peaks
Elizabeth Perez
Nancy Perlman
Rachel Perten and Adam Stone
Susan Peterson
Sharon Petronaci
Janet and Layng Pew
Andrea Peyser
Anita Phalon
Sheila Harrington Phariss and Bruce Phariss
Luis and Nancy Pi-Sunyer
Maxine Pittman
Simone Elisabeth Poliacoff
Evan and Sarah Hudson-Plush
David Popiel
Betsy and Jim Poris
Suzanne Portnoy
Jed D. Posnick
Tanya Priber
Cherry Provost
Elizabeth Pugh
Matthew Purdy and Dale Russakoff
Michael Quiat and Jeri Isaacson
Dawn Quinn
Josh and Richmond Rabinowitz
Susan G. Radner
Farhana Rahman
Marie Rando
Brian and Ishita Rapino
Debbie and Jonathan Rechtschaffer
Amber Reed
Barbara Reisman and Eric Scherzer
Glenn and Lyn Reiter
The Renganathan Family
Mary Ann Renn
Jacqueline Resnick
Mary Rex
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Eugene Reynolds
Andrew Rice
Robert and Judy Rich
Elizabeth Riggs
Nancy Ring
Kevin and Anne Riordan
Brigeth Rivera
Deborah Rivers
Abigail Robin
Cathlyn Robinson and Louis Gagnon
Morris Rockmaker and Kristen Gray Rockmaker
John and Cynthia Rogers
Katherine Rohmann
Vincent and Constance Romano
Kara Romeo
Charles and Lauren Rosen
Todd and Jeannie Rosen
Betty Rosenblum
Brad Rosenkrantz
Andrew and Mary Beth Rosenthal
Eric Roston and Karen Yourish
Mark and Suzanne Roth
David Rothenberg
Margret Rothman
Barry Roy and Angela Pandolfo Roy
Robert and Katherine Ruberton
Charles and Eileen Russell
Janine Salvador
Revs. Anya and Scott Sammler-Michael
Dave and Elsy Sandhusen
James Savage and Tara Dooley
Maureen Savage
Raymond Scally and Kim Joy
Christopher and Maryann Schaeffer
Eve Schaenen
Carole Schaffer and David Waggett
Kurt Schansinger
Alexander and Doris Schapira
Frank and Barbara Schiller
Kenneth and Robin Schlager
Margaret Schmidt
Arlene Schneider
Roger and Vera Scholl
Newton and Toni Schott
Lorinda Schrager
Tony Schuman and Peg Seip
Bela Schwartz and June Zimmerman
Richard Schwartz and Frances Hecker
Lisa Schweitzer
Richard and Claudette Scutari

David and Katie Seawell
Erika Segall
Deborah Shanks
Jo Ann Sharkey
Brenda Sherman
Linda Shortman
Brian Shortt
Betty Shvetz
Lisa Siegartel
Mark Siegel
Jeani Silberman
Andrew and Merrill Silver
Paul and Denise Silverman
Michael and Allison Silverstein
Harold Simon
Olinda and John Simon
Gregory and Pamela Smith
Mark Smith
Michelle Smith
Amy and Cindy Smith-Freitag
Glenda Smithson-Rich
Sanford and Kathryn Sorkin
Paula Span
Donald Spector and Susan Green
Rosanne Spendley
Karen Speth
Sean and Lauren Spiller
Doris Spivey
Dean Squires
Benjamin and Madeleine St. Jacques
Margaret and Michael St. Pierre
Nancy and Laurence Star
Dawn Stennett
Paul and Deane Stepansky
Greg Stephens
Diana Stewart and Sons
Derek Stordahl and Jody Suden
Tage and Patricia Strom
Samantha Stuckert
Mary M. Sullivan
Missy Sullivan
Patricia Sullivan
Thomas Sullivan
Jane and Harvey Susswein
Gerald B. Sweeney
Debra Taffet
Nancy Jo Taiani
Jason Tanz and Denise Cante
Tarver/Walls Foundation
Paul and Sharyn Taylor
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Robert I. and Sharon C. Taylor
Steven and Jane Tennen
Nat Testa
Jennifer and Richard Thomas
Elizabeth Thurber
Lois Tigay
Max and Millie Tourtelot
William and Cynthia Treene
Jamie and Mark Truman
Marilyn Trushell
Alexander and Cynthia Ward Tsyrlin
Jean Louis and Marsha Turlin
Edward Unger
Stephanie Urdang
Anthony and Cynthia Valenti
Frank Van Morrelgem
Ilmar Vanderer
Kenneth and Roberta Verostick
Robert and Donna Villanova
Sue W. Villarosa
Katherine Vlasica
Karen Vrotsos
Darin Wacs
Karen and Jace Wagner
Erin Anne Walter and David Bird
Sue and Randy Walther
Linda Wanat
David Wasmuth
Benjamin and Yael Webber
Anne Betty Weinshenker
Jay Weinstein
Susan D. Weinstock
Eric Weiser
Robert and Ellen Weiser
Jay-Louise Weldon and Michael Wynne

Corporate Matching Gifts

ADP Foundation
Apple
Bank of America
Broadridge Financial Solutions
Capital Group
Colgate-Palmolive
Disney
Fidelity
Goldman Sachs
Google

Johnson & Johnson
Macy’s
Merck
Mizuho
Morgan Stanley
Pew Charitable Trusts
RBC Capital Markets
Rockefeller Brothers Fund
T-Mobile
Visa
Tribute Gifts

Tribute Gifts were made in celebration, in honor, or in memory of:

Swami Adiswarananda
All kids who want to learn
All who love to read
Kaija Jung Andersen
George Barnes
Mr. and Mrs. C.S. Bartlett
Gloria Bellofatto
Joan Bloch
Paul O. Boger, Sr.
John Cornelius Boyd
John D. Brewington
Mary Ruth Brundrett
Savannah Burke
Gina Chung Fortt
Elroy Cohen
Charlie Conrad
Donovan Crooms Family
Dylan River Demarco
Warren Dillard and Elise T. Dillard
Aman D’Mello
Jack Drucker
Thomas Epstein
Fleet Feet’s Surprise 35th Anniversary
William P. Ford
Bill, Sally, and Bobby Grose
Noni Grosso
Gwen, Terry, Charlotte and Ysela
Harriet Halpern
Hanukkah 2022
Tom Hosley
Rosemary Iversen
Joan Jackson
David and Mary Lee Jones
Seo Hee Koh
Winnie and Fung Lam

Alexander Laser
M. Robert and Ruth Lustgarten
Elaine MacAuley
Irene C. Masterson
JoAnn McCullough
Serella McGee
Sue Mellin
Montclair High School Class of 1965
Kevin O’Leary
Doreen S. Oliver
Open Book / Open Mind
Nicholas Papayanis
Kathryn Perino
Diana Peyton
Terry Reilly
Ed Robin
Gloria Robin
Arline Romm
Santiago and Joaquin Rothman
Richard Sandhusen
Robin Sherman
Hyacinth Spiller
The Staff and Volunteers of the Montclair Public Library
John and Helene Sullivan
Jason Tanz
The Max Tourtelot Family
Dorothy Van Cleef
Carol Wall
Florence Weinstock
Jay-Louise Weldon
Fynn and Max Werner
Lois Whipple
Alice and Ernest Williams
Virginia Wisniewski

Gifts received January 1 - December 31, 2022
Please contact info@montclairplf.org with any questions.

The Montclair Public Library Foundation strives to be accurate in its acknowledgment of our generous donors. If there are errors, please let us know so they can be corrected.
Staff

Administration
Adrienne Burke
Lisa Connell
Andrew Ng
Selwa Shamy
Janet Torsney
Linda Welch
Jeannette Wicks

Adult School
Maurice Boyer
Alicea McAdams
Patricia Way

Adult Services
Kiera Clifford
Tracy Crawford
Jill DeMarco
Jennifer Grutta
Roger Kosson
Nava Payandeh
Alexander Russo
Marisa Shaari
Lisa Tomaselli
Hazar Turkmani
Ruth Ware
Ariel Zeitlin

Bellevue Avenue Branch
Kristen Comeaux
Rekha Gandhi
Yazmin Johnson
Linda McMahan
Nancy Ort
Kristina Variano

Borrower Services
Guity Banks
Derek Duncan
Thomas Hoesly
Shania Kirby
Pearl Kustanovich
Amy Raiss
Shirley Suzuki
Cynthia Walker
Eliza White
MariAnne Yeterian

Collection & Materials Services
Kenneth French
Diane Josephs

Facilities & Security
Timothy Flowers
Kenneth Williams

Youth & Teen Services
Robert Axelrod
Devis Garcia
Lisa Jenkins
Alex Locke
Daisy Lorenzo
Janet Morales
Sneha Mukherjee
Enola Romano
Jodi Silverman
Jessica Trujillo
Aqib Uddin
Elizabeth Williamson
Melanie Yunes

Montclair Public Library Foundation
Mary Packer
Kelly Farrell Ziek

Volunteers

Thank you to all the volunteers who helped in 2022.

Connie Alexis-Laona
Jasmin Arzadon
Barbara Farber
Karen Greenberg
Eric Hartsfield
Karen Herbst
Joanne Kornoelje
Michael Papuzenski
Maxine Pittman
Sandra Restino
Heloise Ruskin
John Sieck
Bob Sillery
Roseanne Spendley
Becca Tracer
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